Employee Wellbeing Scheme

Winter Flu Vaccination Service 2015

Let’s help you stay healthy this winter
Let Boots help you keep your employees healthy this winter with our Winter Flu Vaccination Service

Why offer your employees a flu vaccination?

• Seasonal flu is one of the biggest causes of short-term illness in the UK and generally 15–20% of the population get flu each year
• Flu is highly contagious and affects people of all ages, with even healthy people suffering debilitating symptoms
• Flu vaccinations can decrease workplace absence, helping to reduce the costs and disruption that unexpected sick leave can create
• Providing flu vaccinations is a cost-effective way of promoting a healthier workplace, improving employee engagement and helping your organisation to stand out as a leader in corporate wellbeing
• The optimum time to be vaccinated against seasonal flu is in the autumn, providing maximum protection before the start of the flu season
• Flu vaccinations may be provided for free under the NHS, for certain groups eg. people aged 65 or over, from your Doctor’s surgery or certain pharmacies.*

* Free entitlement may be different in the Channel Islands

Absence cost the UK economy over £14bn and on average each absent employee cost £975 in 2012
We’ve been helping the nation take care of its health and wellbeing for 150 years

Why choose Boots?

• Choosing Boots gives your employees peace of mind that their flu vaccinations will be provided by a Healthcare provider they know and trust

• Consistency of expert care – our e-vouchers can only be used at Boots Pharmacies

• We offer a comprehensive service delivered by Boots Pharmacists who are clinically trained in administering vaccinations

• We have nationwide coverage across the UK and with many stores open 7 days a week, we offer great convenience and flexibility for your employees

• Our service is suitable for people aged 16 years or over, and is subject to eligibility and a Pharmacist consultation

For more details on eligibility please visit boots.com/fluvaccination
Boots provides a cost-effective and simple way of helping to protect your employees against flu

Your organisation can buy evouchers which entitle your employees to a flu vaccination free of charge at the Boots store of their choice.*

Evouchers are priced at a discounted rate of £8 per employee

• All orders must be received by 15th November 2015
• There is a minimum order quantity of 10 evouchers
• There are no additional charges
• If you are purchasing more than 1,000 evouchers, they are priced at the lower discounted rate of £6.49 per employee

Benefits of the scheme

• There is no requirement for setting up a flu clinic or employing additional medical professionals to administer vaccinations, making this a more economical and flexible option for your organisation and minimising disruption to the working day
• Flu vaccination evouchers are also ideal for reaching those employees who are rarely able to take advantage of on-site wellbeing programmes, including field-based and mobile employees, and those working in multiple retail sites or branches
• Order and pay online for your evouchers
• Evouchers are a flexible option as they can be distributed to employees in lots of ways, eg. over email

On-site vaccination clinic in your workplace

We can also offer you an on-site vaccination clinic set up by a Boots Pharmacist in your workplace. This can be particularly beneficial if you have a large number of employees who want to have the flu vaccination. If you'd like to know more about this, please contact us on 0115 949 2328 (local rate charges apply) or email us at corporate.wellbeing@boots.co.uk

*Participating stores only
What should I do next?

• Place your order by 15th November 2015
• Your evoucher codes will be released from September onwards

To order your evouchers

Visit boots.com/fluvaccination and click 'place order'

Terms & conditions

• The Boots Winter Flu Vaccination Service is provided by trained Pharmacists in selected Boots stores across the UK, subject to store opening times and Pharmacist and stock availability
• The service is available for people aged 16 and over, subject to eligibility and Pharmacist consultation
• Evouchers valid until 31st December 2015
• All orders must be received by 15th November 2015
• We may undertake a credit check
• Once purchased, evouchers are not refundable
• Evouchers cannot be redeemed for cash and have no cash value
• Boots cannot replace any lost, stolen or damaged evouchers
• Due to patient confidentiality we are unable to provide details about the uptake of the service by your employees

For queries or further information including detailed FAQs, please visit boots.com/fluvaccination
BootsWebMD.com
Let’s get health information we can trust

Go online to BootsWebMD.com to access lots of useful information about a wide range of healthcare and wellness topics, plus you can sign up to free e-newsletters.

With content reviewed by Doctors and Healthcare professionals, you can be certain of getting trustworthy health news, features and tools.

For the latest information on cold and flu go to BootsWebMD.com and search ‘flu’.

You and Boots. Let’s feel good together.
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